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Dear Dr. Alam:

We’ve emended the above manuscript per Referee 1. Citing of Additional File 1 is made in the appropriate places in the text [p.10, 13 (Wnt section)].

Fig. 3 legend: gene expression compared for CD26-sorted NP and CP cells, and patient matched NP and CP tissue.

Fig. 4 legend: wording to indicate virtual Northern as in Fig. 1; red arrowheads indicate CD26-sorted CP and NP cells; arrow indicates AGR2 protein in case 08-032.

Fig. 5 legend: the same selected G3 or G4 genes in G3+4 or G4+5 tissue transcriptomes.

Fig. 6 legend: red column denotes our G3 (05-179) transcriptome.

We greatly appreciate these thorough reviews of our manuscript. The constructive suggestions helped us to greatly improve and focus our work for this revised manuscript.

Sincerely,

Laura Pascal
Alvin Liu